
Virtual hive.
The vrtuaI hive provides a comprehensive photographic guide to the frames and conditions that can generally be
found within a typical brood box at various times of the season. Some of the conditions may not be found within the
same brood box at the same time. eg laying queen, queen cells, and sporadic drone brood. Study this guide and the
beekeeper will learn to relate and identify conditions within their own hive and take any actions required. The
photographs are not individually numbered but are supplied in order.

Frame I

Side I The early stages of comb build up from foundation.

Side 2 The comparison between stored honey top and sealed brood mid centre. See the different coloured wax
cappings to help determine the difference.

Frame 2

Side I Increased stored honey and a single play cup” mid centre.

Side 2 A typical brood frame with lots of stored honey with light coloured cappings top left right and centre. Below
this is an arch of varied pollen and below mid centre is a good sized area of sealed brood.

Frame 3

Side I A large area of very young brood, a mix of eggs and young grubs, a sure sign that the queen is active.

Side 2 An equal area of more mature and sealed brood. The white cells at I , 2 & 3 are cells infected with chalk
brood.

Frame4 a

Side I A frame of mature and sealed brood. The mature pearly white grubs, soon to be sealed, can be clearly seen
indicating the healthy state of the colony.

Side 2 A chemical impregnated strip, which can be used as a varroa treatment.

Frame 5

Side I A heavily congested frame of bees which need to be shaken or brushed off to allow an inspection to take
place.

Side 2 A frame almost free of bees allowing an uncluttered view of the comb. Emerging workers can be seen at 1 , 2
& 3.

Frame 6

Side I and 2 Good quality healthy brood patterns. Side 2 has a ccplay cup” upper mid right.

Frame 7

Side I A frame of honey with a single queen cell lower mid left; being a single queen cell indicates a possible
supersedure queen cell.

Side 2 Multiple queen cells are normally an indication of a colony’s inclination to swarm. In this case the cells are in
the frame centre and may be the result of a tendency to supersede.
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Frame 8

Side I A strong frame of mixed brood from a very healthy colony; note the arc of varied pollen below the sealed
honey. Pollen comes in a variety of colours from white to black.

Side 2 The difficulty of spotting the queen amongst so many bees - see slide 9.

Frame 9

Side I A frame relatively free of bees and a yellow marked queen, bottom right. Note chalk brood visible as white
cells at 1, 2 & 3.

Side 2 A healthy frame abundant with bees and various colours of pollen at I.

Frame 10

Side I Sporadic drone brood indicating the probability of either a drone laying queen or a laying worker.

Side 2 The tell tale silk traces of wax moth.

Frame 11

Side I An empty brood frame of relatively new wax.

Side 2 A frame of old brood wax which requires renewing.

All photographs were taken by Simon Croson, winner of the photographic class in Apimondia 201 1.

© 201 1 — E.H. Thorne (Beehives) Ltd and Simon Croson
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